
JobJar is a digital marketplace which allows independent construction

tradesmen (Skilled Doers) to grow their businesses by connecting them

with thousands of Homeowners who need small jobs done around the

house. When Homeowners post a job, Skilled Doers submit their quotes

and get paid through JobJar’s secure website. The technology empowers

Skilled Doers to succeed by providing administrative tools such as:

invoicing management, quoting flexibility, access to training, a

customized dashboard and the ability to build an online reputation

through reviews and ratings.
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PROBLEM SOLVED

Independent Skilled Doers who focus on completing smaller jobs often

experience the challenge of building and maintaining a reputable

business. For Homeowners, the need to feel comfortable hiring a Doer is

a priority. It is hard to foresee the Skilled Doers' quality of work, skills

and how reliable they are. Large amounts of time can be wasted

scrolling and calling to find a credible, trusted person for the job, never-

mind the hassle of explaining the job again and again. JobJar’s multiple

quote feature gives Homeowners the opportunity to make an informed

and quick choice based on reading reviews, ratings, and specialties all in

one place after posting the job one time.

$USD 550,000

Investment

% of the Company

13%

Marketing                    50%

Operations                  25%

Technology                 25%

 

DETAILS OF THE 

FUNDING

TRADEMARK

Registered

Canadian Trademark

 

PRODUCT & SERVICE

JobJar is a fully developed, automated digital platform that provides an

all-in-one solution to the construction marketplace. It is complete with a

scalable back-end and multilingual capabilities. The innovative platform

has traction across Alberta and a strong, qualified team to provide

support to all of it’s clients. 

ACHIEVEMENTS
•  Calgary’s  Top  Startups

•  Finalist @ Calgary Chamber of commerce: People's Choice Award & Innovation

 Award

•  Media  Coverage: CBC,  CTV, GLOBAL, METRO, CALGARY HERALD & OTHERS

•  500k of  Investment
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COMPETITION

GROWTH STRATEGIES

JobJar provides manpower solutions for strategic partners such as

MaxWell Realty and IKEA. It also relies on expert marketing partners

like C4U, Cat Howell, and Agavis to access the market. JobJar is

establishing new alliances with large product-based suppliers that are

prepared to boost their ability to build and maintain loyal relationships

with their target consumers. To do this, JobJar helps them create an

all-in-one shopping experience; one where clients not only purchase a

product, but also have access to installation, delivery and assembly

service all in a few clicks.

CURRENT CUSTOMERS

+5000 Users

Calgary, Canada

CAC - $4 USD

CLTV - $135 USDP. 2/2

TEAM

Naomi Pereira - Founder & CEO

Entrepreneur.  Construction Industry

Expert. General Director.

 

Jorge Ruiz - Advisor

First General Director for Mexico

and Central America of Facebook.

 

Rafael Pieters - Advisor

Development Director Pioneered in

Software as a Service (SaaS).

 

Luciano Cabrera - Advisor

Entrepreneur. Consultant. Business

Director.

www.jobjar.ca

Jobjar is also creating alliances with fintechs to foster the adoption of

the electronic payments and micro-loans, both for homeowners and for

tradesmen.


